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**Reviewer's report:**

This is a well written paper on realist process evaluation conducted within the larger Spirit trial. The author have exemplified a clear grasp of realist principles and have written the report with transparency and an honest approach.

Minor recommendations include:

1. Please include a table of definition of terms, specifically how you define 'programme theory', context, mechanism, outcome, retroduction and other relevant terms

2. The finding section organized according to mechanism is structured in terms of 'context' 'how did mechanism X function' etc. This section is very dense with a lot of text in each box. Is there a way to simplify this depiction without compromising the complexity you are portraying. Consider visual modelling CMOs for greater impact

You might consider calling your propositions 'demi-regularities' in line with the realist paradigm, but important to define what it is and if it fits.

Consider moving the proposition statement up underneath the heading

Page 8, line 52 - 'realist evaluation focuses on an intervention's underlying theory and causal mechanism rather than its activities - can this be reworded as it is not quite accurate? activities are focused, but not at the expense of underlying causal mechanisms perhaps?

Page 30, line 45, 'triggered negatively' is not clear.

The table depicting the initial programme theory and revised is very good. It needs a title
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